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INTRODUCTION

The effect of slow exlemal flow on solid comtms6on is vet5' important from the view of fire safety in

space becattse the solid material in spacecraft is generally exposed to the low air flow for ventilation. Further,

the effect of low external flow on fuel combustion is generally fundamental information for industrial

combustion syslem, such as gas tla'bine, boiler, incir_xator and so on. However, it is difficult to stt_ly the

effect of low external flow on solid con_ttstion in normal gravity, because the buoying'y-induced flow

strongly disturbs the flow field, especially for low flow velocity. In this research, therefore, the effect of slow

extemal flow on opposed flame spreading over polyethylene (PE) wire re.striation have been investigated in

micrograivty. The microgravity environment was provided by Japan Microgravity Center (JAMIC) in Japan

and KC-135 at NASA GRC The t_ flow velocity range is 0-30can/s with different oxygen concenlration

and inert gas component.

EXPERIMENTAL

Figtge I shows the test section of the wire combt_aion. The sample wire is horizontally fixed at the

center of the duct and is ignited at the left end of the wire with Kanflml wire coil. At the left end of file chlct a
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Fig.1 Cross section of combustion chamber Fig.2 Rig for KC-135 experiments
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suction fan is installed and uniform external flow along the wire is given from right to left. Therefore,

flow flame spreading over wire insulation is _hievect Flame spread phenomenon is dr, erred from the top

and rear window with 35nun still camera and Hi-8 video canto-a, respectively. Flame spread tale is measu_

from the motion picture taken by Hi-8 video camera. Figtu'e 2 slmws the experimental rig ttsed for KC-135

parabolic flight experiments. The test section described above is Iocaled on lhe second shelf office rig. The fig

is originally designed for TIGER-3D pmjecl and is modified for the wire insulation combustion test within a

low external flow.

Microgravity lests were performed with KC-135 parabolic flight for high flow velocity case (mainly

larger than 10 cm/s) and with JAMIC for low flow velocity case (mainly less than 10on/s) and high O2

concentration case. The experimental sample used in the test is polyethylene insulaled nicrom wire as was

used with WIF experiments[l], whose the core dian_er is 0.5mm and instdation fltickness 0.15mm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 3 and 4 show a flame in normal gravity and microgravity, respectively, in_non nal _gmvily,flame ....

plume appears nattrally because of buoyancy induced flow. In microgravity lhe plume does not appear and

flame locales along the wire The flame in mierogravib' is darker, which implies the lower flame temperature

even with external flow. In the discussion below flame spread rate over horizontal wire as shown here is

compared between nomml gravityand miorogravity.

Fig.3 Flame in normal gravity(O2=35%,V=l.3cm/s) Fig.4 tT't_-nein microgravity(O2=35%,V=!.3cm/s)

Figure 5 shows the flame spread rate in normal gravity. As seen in the figure, spread rate decreases

monotonously with _ inflow velocity for each 02 eormmtraliort, while the effect ofO2 cxnw,enlration

to increase the Sl_M--_e-is figniticant.-in _oogravity, as sho_-in Fig6,-trend is different from flaat in

normal gravity. Flame spread rate increases with increase in flow velocity in low vel_ range and it shows

maximum value at a cmtain flow velocity. This trend is _ obvious at higher 02 cone_lration. Figures 7

and8 show m -swe f ow with takenm
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gravityandmicrogravity,respeaively.Theeffeetof ba]ar_ gas on the spreadrate is also strongas

well as 02 oontest_n. According the co_ of the two figures, it is understood the trends in nonnal

and microgmvity is different e_h other as was seen in the _ _ Figs. 5 and 6. Hame spread

ratetendsto show a peakvalueat a certainflowvelocityinnormalgravity,while it monotonously &creases

innormal gravity.
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Fig.5 Spread rate vs. external flow vetoeity in 1G
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Fig.7 Effect of balance gas on flame spread rate in 1G
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Fig.8 Effect of balance gas on flame spread
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This trend in micorgravityis veryessentialbecauseit impfes thepresenceofthe most flaznmableregion

of wire instdatiorrThe flow velocity to give a maximum spread rate is closeto tic _5]afion flow in

spaom_ In the p_ous resea_ on paperstegt _ [2],the trendto appearmaximum spreadrate

was shown even for llmmlly thin fuel. This trend was explained by the bansiSon frona oxygen tram'port

connol regionto thekineticcontrolregion. In the ease,the aopearameof a peak valuewas nine obviousin

lower oxygen _on. On the aher hand, the trendto show peak value in Fig.6 is m_re obvious in
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higheroxygmeaseandit isassumedthatthereasontoappearthe peak value is different from the lransition

from the oxygen supply control to the kinetic control.

One of the explanations to appear the _um value is the increase of preheat zone thickness in low

flow velocity under microgravity cmdilion [3,4]. With increase m proem zone thickness heat flux to the

unbumed region increases. However, when the external flow velocity is very low close to the quiescent

condition flame t_e decreases. Thmffore, spread rate decreases again in the low flow velocity region,

while the _ _ is thicker with lower flow velocity. As a restdt _ spread ram appears at a

certain flow velocity region. In normal gravity flame te_ is kept high ev_ in low external flow

because of vertical buoyancy induce flow. If the flame temper'attre is kept high enough, flame spread rate

increases with decrease in external flow velocity became of thicker preheat zone as well as lar_r radiation

heat to the unburned fuel.

Another imptt_t fact is the co_ :of _ rate with CO2 balance in normal gravity and

mierogravity. The spread rate in mierogravity is higher than horizontal _ spre_ rate in normal gravity,

while other tmlanee gas gives the lowerspreadralein mierogravity than normal gravity. A possible

mechanism to explain the effect of CO2 is realr, o_ion _mdiation l_t from the flame. The CO2 gas ahead

of the flame fiont is heated with radiation heat mdit rn,_es-the _ zone-t/ai-ckness _ in mi_eroffravity.

han_ _vity preheatedCO2 gasaheadof flameflows away uowardbecauseof buoyancyforce andthe

reabsorption effect becomes negligible.

S_Y ............

Flame spreading over wire insulation within low external flow has been investigated in microgravity by

KC-135 at NASA GRC and Jaltlfln Miclog/avily Center (J_C). The te,3t£_ flow velocity lange is 0-30cm/s

with different oxygen concentration and m(m gas component The results showed that the flame spread rate

was almost cons_ for different flow velocity, when the flow velocity is higher than lOcm/s wiff_n the _ested

range. In the very low flow velocity mage, lessttm 1Ocm/s, maximum flame spread rate _ It means

more flammable regime on external flow velocity than the so-called thermal regime. This phenomena is

explained by the increase oflxehe_ zone thickness in low flow velocity region as well as flame _mapemane

decrease by radiation heat loss.
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